SPP has had a busy winter term with engaging events, interesting guest speakers and lecturers, and some big announcements. We're sharing a few highlights with you.

We are accepting applications for our MPA program until June 1.

Renowned jurist Yasmin Sooka has been appointed the inaugural George Soros Visiting Chair.

Applications to the MPA program increased by 61% as of the first application deadline on February 1.
SPP’s Global Policy Academy (previously the Professional Development unit) held a successful workshop for environmental activists from Belarus and Moldova.

SPP published a policy paper exploring strategies for countering populist mobilizations in Europe.

SPP welcomed Budapest Open 2015 debaters.

Cory Doctorow, science fiction writer, spoke at CMDS about real-world battles fought on the internet. He was the first of a number of speakers invited during the winter term.

A CCNR research team visited Sarajevo to learn more about the city’s
reconstruction efforts. This research is part of CCNR’s project on the future of Syrian cities.

Read our latest news on our website.

Any questions or comments? Email us at spp@ceu.edu.
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